Evaporation of a capillary bridge between a particle and a surface.
The liquid bridge that forms between a particle and a flat surface, and the dynamics of its evaporation are pertinent to a range of physical processes including paint and ink deposition, spray drying, evaporative lithography and the flow and processing of powders. Here, using time-lapse photography, we investigate the evaporative dynamics of a sessile liquid bridge between a particle and a planar substrate. Different wetting characteristics of the particle and substrate are explored, as well as the effects of contact line pinning and stick-slip boundary conditions. A theoretical framework is developed to quantify and analyse the experimental observations. For the size range of particles and drops used in this study, gravity is by far the smallest force in the system when compared to the surface tension and capillary interactions that are present, but in certain circumstances it dictates the key evolution stages of the geometry of the particle-drop-substrate systems. Analysis of evaporation dynamics and capillary forces indicate that at low Bond numbers, surface tension forces dominate and provide unique opportunities for the control of particles on surfaces.